sented. The Guadalajara members have a great gift of easy graciousness that has made invitations to their affairs treasured by those who know how to enjoy life among genial and cultured companions.

Mexico is growing rapidly as a strong magnet for the winter golfer who wants to get golf in another land in along with his cold weather golfing sojourns in the southern part of the U.S. It's also well on its way to becoming a definite factor in the market for American golf goods and in a few years probably the trade conditions will be such that orders for American goods will mean as much in the pursuit of happiness on both sides of the Rio Grande as the Mexican adaptation of the American country club idea has meant at Guadalajara.

N. Y. Conn. Stage Field Day at Rye, N. Y.

By BILL BENGEYFIELD

At the New York-Connecticut Turf Improvement Assn's. most successful meeting, 220 turf men spent an afternoon at the Willows CC, Rye, N. Y., viewing golf course equipment in action. Matthew Scanlen, president of the club and Louis Santucci, supt., opened the club and all of its facilities to those attending. They allowed the exhibitors to demonstrate four different aerification machines on their practice green.

The A. D. Petersen Co., demonstrated the West Point Lawn Product's "Aerifier". Austin and Barrett Co., demonstrated the Ferguson "Night Crawler". The Soilaire Industries' "Soilaire" was demonstrated by the Golf and Lawn Supply Corp. and the Toro Equipment Co. demonstrated the Thompson "Terferator". Many of the fellows have seen all these machines on exhibit in this area but have not seen all of them working side by side.

Gene Nutter of N.Y. State College of Agri. discusses turf plots at N.Y.-Conn. meeting.

fine dinner at the club. Pres. A. R. Twombly presided and introduced the notables present. Dr. J. Schread, Conn. Experimental Station, Chas. Wilson of USGA Green Section and Ralph Engle of Rutgers University were among the visiting experts. The meeting was then turned over to Warren Lafkin who introduced the main speakers, Dr. John Cornman and Gene Nutter, both of the N. Y. State College of Agriculture. Nutter has done extensive crabgrass control work for the past two years and his talk reviewed this work.

Gene Nutter of N.Y. State College of Agri. discusses turf plots at N.Y.-Conn. meeting.